
AP Lit & Comp
1/28 & 1/29 ‘20

1. Finish chapter creations

2. Gallery walk for chapter creations –

briefly discuss

3. Practice M/C

4. Prose essay practice 



Chapter 10:  “Two Promises” 

• Gabe, Breelyn, Kenzie

Chapter 11:  “A Companion Picture”

• Ashley, Lena, Carly

Chapter 12:  “The Fellow of Delicacy”

• Adam, Julia, Eric, Hannah

Chapter 13:  “The Fellow of No Delicacy”

• Tehya, Bennett, Carryn

Chapter 14:  “The Honest Tradesman”

• Alex, Evan, Neva, Christian

• Abstract drawing of the main character in 

your chapter 

OR

• Drawing of a symbol from your chapter

• Title meaning = multiple levels

• Three passages or excerpts you find most 

meaningful

• How is this chapter lending itself to one of 

the overall themes that Dickens may be 

developing in the novel?

• Essential character development?

• What stands out to you about Dickens’s 

style in this chapter? How is he creating 

meaning?

• If you could set this chapter to music, 

what song would you choose?
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Chapters 10-11:  “Two Promises” / 

Companion Picture” 

• Amanda, Adam, Madeline, Sydney

Chapter 12:  “The Fellow of Delicacy”

• Richelle, Lukas, Kate 

Chapter 13:  “The Fellow of No 

Delicacy”

• Adison, Austin, Chase, Grant

Chapter 14:  “The Honest Tradesman”

• Brookelle, Charlie,  Josh 

• Abstract drawing of the main character in 

your chapter 

OR

• Drawing of a symbol from your chapter

• Title meaning = multiple levels

• Three passages or excerpts you find most 

meaningful

• How is this chapter lending itself to one of 

the overall themes that Dickens may be 

developing in the novel?

• Essential character development?

• What stands out to you about Dickens’s 

style in this chapter? How is he creating 

meaning?

• If you could set this chapter to music, what 

song would you choose?
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Multiple Choice Overview

■Let’s briefly look through 

this overview of the multiple 

choice exam.

■In the next few weeks, I’ll 

be giving you a much more 

comprehensive packet that 

details specific strategies you 

can use for each type of 

multiple choice question.

■For now, set aside 10-15 

minutes sometime this week to 

read this and highlight 

important tips/info you should 

remember.



Gallery walk

After you’ve had a chance to look at each 

“creation,” let’s have each group share their 

top 3 takeaways.



MULTIPLE CHOICE PRACTICE

Before we do our diagnostic multiple choice test later this week, and 

then begin working on cold passages, we’re going to tackle one more 

Dickens’s passage.  

As you do this section, remember the basics we’ve gone over.

1. Read carefully and annotate.

2. Read through all the answer choices before choosing one.

3. Cross off wrong answer choices.

4. If an answer is partially wrong, it is WRONG, period.



■ Remember to read through the end of 

Book the Second for sure.

■ You’ll need to have read through Book 

the Third, chapter 5 “The Wood Sawyer” 

by the following class.

FOR NEXT CLASS…


